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Anyone who expects people to
do things differently but do not
create the proper conditions for
change…

Your Status Quo Archetype
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Olson Engage: “Mind-full Leader”
Creative

Flexibility

Inclusive
Works
Across
Teams

Empowered

Big Idea
Person

No time for
lunch

Work
Trumps
Personal

24/7
available

Fire Fighters

Extroverted

Back to back
meetings

Whatever it
takes for the
client
Results

Achieves
Goals

On the go
Always On

“Work
Horse”
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Your ideal leadership attributes.

Exercise:
• Brainstorm the attributes needed to embody to generate your company vision.
• Think about attributes as if they are a set of values, skills, mindsets or personality qualities.
• Make sure to write down at least three attributes.
• When you’re finished brainstorming, star or circle the three most critical attributes (good or bad).

Olson Engage: “Mindful Leader”
Not
everything is
a crisis

Win without
high stress

Listens
Learning +
growing

Self-care is
SELFLESS,
not selfish

Flexibility

Safety for
ideas
Ok to fail

Transparent

Time to
think

Supported by
manager +
team

Feel
challenged

Feels
appreciated

White space
to think
Confident +
self-aware

Exercise fits
within their
day

Trusted

Meaningful
work

Purpose
driven

Self Motivated
+ Autonomous

Excited to go
to work
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Designing
contexts into
your life &
organization.

What is a Context?
A context is broadly defined as “the group of conditions that exist where and when
something happens.”
Contexts refer to the environments in which your life unfolds, including physical and virtual
surroundings, the people you interact with, the rules that govern those interactions, and the
way that we perceive the world.
These contexts are essentially hidden in plain sight – all around us, but really difficult to
identify.
Contexts form the backdrop of our daily lives, powerfully but invisibly influencing our
thoughts, decisions and actions.

In the background
Highly influential
Often unnoticed

Design the Four Contexts
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Using Context Design as a framework, we go to work
in redesigning 4 contexts: systems, spaces, social
and self.

Systems

Spaces

Social

Self

Which one context
do you care about
most at your
organization?

What conditions must change to effectively
practice the desired habit prescriptions?
1. Consider what you need to support
each of your habit prescriptions within
the Four Contexts.
2. Look back to identify areas of support
or detraction.
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Evaluating the Four
Contexts

Want employees to (habit): Meditate 20 minutes/day
To achieve (outcome): Improve focus + reduce stress

Olson Engage Example

Self

Social

Spaces

Systems

Employees held a belief
that self-care was a selfish
act that was far less
important than client
demands and internal
meetings.

Billable hours leave little
Employees felt shamed by
The office design is largely flexibility in employee
their peers for taking time
open space filled with
schedules – they have to
for self-care habits.
movement and noise.
account for all of their
time.
Those not engaging in
There are no quiet spaces
self-care habits would
that encourage reflection, In the past, the leadership
People often felt guilty if
make comments like,
focus or provide an
team has spoken about
they took vacation or
“That must be nice. I wish I
opportunity for
spent time away from
making changes to the
had the time to meditate
their desks.
meditation.
culture, but they are not
during the day, but I have
held accountable for
to work on ___.”
implementation.
People don’t know how to
meditate.

CONTEXTS + POWERS
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Evaluating the Four
Contexts

Want to (habit):
To achieve (outcome):

Habit prescription 1.

Self

Social

Spaces

Systems

CONTEXTS + POWERS
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Leverage the Four Powers
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APPLY THE FORMULA FOR BEHAVIOR ADOPTION
within the contexts

Capability

Barriers

Confidence + Competence

Static Impediments to Action

+

-

+

Motivation

Temptations

Compulsion to Act

Active Distractions from Action

Which power is
most relevant in
the Context that
you chose?

Assess your organization’s
ability to harness the Powers
within each of the Contexts.
Score each intersection on a
scale of 0-10.

Self

Social

Spaces

Systems

Grow
Capability
Inspire
Motivation
Overcome
Barriers
Resist
Temptation
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WELLNESS CULTURE SCORECARD
CHANGE
COMPASS
SCORECARD

Self

Social

Spaces

Systems

Grow
Capability

6

3

8

8

Inspire
Motivation

1

9

4

4

Overcome
Barriers

6

3

8

7

Resist
Temptation

1

4

6
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Now that you understand the Habit Change Formula,
you can alter conditions within the Four Contexts
using the Four Powers.

Designing Habits using
the Four Powers

Capability + Motivation > Barriers + Temptation

Power:

Overcome Barriers

→

(Static Impediments to Change)

How might you become the leader that knocks down or
removes barriers standing in the way of the success of your
people?

Power:

Resist Temptation
(Active Distractions from Action)

→

How might you help your team see the ways in which they are
being distracted, tempted or manipulated? Or how might
you remove those temptations?

→

How might you use a belief, vision or greater purpose to
connect with or inspire your team? In what other ways might
you compel action without necessarily creating desire?

→

How might you lead by example to build the confidence of
others or teach your people new skills?

Power:

Inspire Motivation
(The Compulsion to Act)

Power:

Grow Capability
(Confidence + Competence)

Designing the Four Contexts
Olson Engage Example

Self
Grow
Capability

Confidence +
Competence

Hold meditation 101 classes

Inspire
Motivation

Compulsion
to act

Overcome
Barriers

Static
impediments

Resist
Temptation
Active
distractions

Remove the “woo” from
meditation by educating
employees on alternatives
to “chanting”

Want employees to (habit): Meditate 20 minutes/day
To achieve (outcome): Improve focus + reduce stress
Social

Spaces

Systems

Train managers on new
expectations to meditate

Share success stories from
people who avoided
burnout

Post photos in the break
Create a surprise award for
room featuring individuals in the most focused and
their “Zen” spaces
resilient employee

Encourage managers to
conspicuously demonstrate
the habit

Create a chill room designed Reimburse Headspace app
for focus and quiet time
purchases

Default calendars to include
a 5 minute afternoon
meditation session
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Designing the Four Contexts
Habit prescription 1.

Want employees to (habit):
To achieve (outcome):

Self

Social

Spaces

Systems

Grow
Capability

Confidence +
Competence

Inspire
Motivation

Compulsion
to act

Overcome
Barriers

Static
impediments

Resist
Temptation
Active
distractions
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Other questions you might ask:

The Systems Context
The policies and rules that govern our behavior in our daily lives. At work, these include the processes and
policies that make up the way things are done at your organization – how people are trained, the dress code,
overtime hours, disciplinary procedures, etc.

When designing behavior-based programs, consider the following elements
within the Systems Context:
Feedback
• the right type, delivered in the
proper manner
• recognition and performance
feedback
• any reward or incentive
programs
• expressing gratitude

Accountability
•
•
•
•

alignment on expectations
clear roles
open communication
clear progress tracking and
measurement

Purpose

Permission

• alignment on a shared larger
goal understood by all
employees

• enforcement of policies
• organizational norms
• rules

On an organizational level, how might you…
...design meaningful recognition
programs?

...achieve alignment on companywide goals?

...evaluate how your policies are
inadvertently incentivizing
undesirable behaviors?

...design the means for easily
tracking and effectively measuring
progress toward company-wide
(as well as team and individual)
goals?

...communicate your purpose to
your internal and external
stakeholders?

...make everyone clear about
any necessary policies and
rules?

...ensure that your purpose is
the driver behind all strategic
organizational decisions?

...enforce existing policies?
...change negative cultural
norms?
...rewrite or write new rules to
encourage desired behaviors?

The Spaces Context
The built environments that surround you in your everyday life. These can include the home you live in, your
neighborhood, the school you attend, the gym you go to, your local grocery store, and all the shops you visit. It
also includes the physical environments in which work takes place, such as your office, lobbies, common areas,
and cafeterias.

When designing behavior-based programs, consider the following elements
within the Spaces Context:
Surroundings

Signals

•

•

environments and
experiences that can be
physical or digital

implicit and explicit
communications

For physical spaces, how might you…
...use implicit communications (such as
nudges) to influence behaviors or
choices?

...design the workplace to improve
performance and allow people to
thrive?

...use explicit communications (such as
signs or designed pathways) to
influence behaviors or choices?

...encourage desired behaviors
using the built environment?

...use stories of transformation to
inspire and build confidence in your
people?

...allow for privacy and individual
control in the office?

The Social Context
The people that you interact with in your daily life, and the influence their behavior has over your own. The
people within your social context at work include your peers within your team or department, direct reports
and managers or supervisors.

When designing behavior-based programs, consider the following elements
within the Social Context:
Support
• peer and social support from
colleagues, friends, family,
mentors and coaches

Networks
• the existence of networks
• how many networks people
have
• how quickly and pervasively
ideas and behaviors spread
across networks

Proof
• people see that a behavior is
possible or not
• or, if there would be
repercussions for performing
a behavior outside of the
norm

On a social level, how might you…
...encourage peer support
among colleagues?

...allow people to self-select and
manage teams?

...involve friends and/or family
in work activities?

...facilitate team building and
cooperation?

...hold your peers accountable?

...learn from teams that thrive
within your organization?
...use networks to spread new
ideas or information across your
company?

...personally demonstrate
positive choices and behaviors
to your peers?
...observe how the behaviors of
others impacts your own
behavior?

The Self Context
The individual ability to change behavior is influenced by an individual’s thoughts, feelings, perceptions,
mindset and identity.

When designing behavior-based programs, consider the following elements
within the Self Context:

Awareness
•
•

understanding of self identity
and character strengths
awareness of underlying
motivations

Perspective
•
•

growth vs. fixed mindset
ability to learn, grow skills and
achieve mastery

Control

Confidence

•

•

•

internal vs. external locus of
control
autonomy

a person’s belief that they
can do something or
achieve something

On a individual level (for yourself and for other individuals), how
might you…
...achieve a deeper level of self
awareness?

...use a beginner mindset when
learning or trying new things?

...increase your autonomy at
work?

...use small wins to gain
confidence?

...identify and use your character
strenghts?

...push yourself to step out of your
comfort zone?

...use failures and setbacks as
opportunities to learn?

...learn by doing?

...uncover the motivations
behind your actions?

...learn from deliberate practice
and seek out useful feedback
from others?

...regain control over your
circumstances in an area where
you feel out of control?

...transfer your confidence in
one area in your life to
another?

